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BlACK mJSCIOUSNESS PND Tl£ OOEST FOR A TRUE HLMANilY* 

by 

Stephen Biko 

It is perhaps fitting to start by examining why it is 
necessary for us to think collectively about a proble:n we nev
er created. In Cbing so, I do not wish to ooncern nr:rself un
necessarily with the white people of South Africa, but to get 
the right answers, we ITU.lSt ask the right questions; we have to 
find out what went wrong--where and when; and we have to find 
out whether our position is a deliberate creation of God or an 
artificial fabrication of the truth by p;:Mer-hungry people 
whose rrotive is authority, security, wealth and canfort. In 
Other \'lOrds r the 1 Black ConSCiOusnesS 1 a);ptoach 'IIOuld be ir
relevant in a oolourless and non-exploitative egalitarian so
ciety. It is relevant here because we believe that an anomalou 
situation is a deliberate creation of nan. 

There is no doubt that the colour question in South 
African politics was originally introduced for eoonomic reasons 
The leaders of the white carmmity had to create scree kind of 
barrier between blacks and whites so that the whites could m
joy privileges at the expense of blacks and still feel free to 
give a JTOral justification for the obvious exploitation that 
pricked even the hardest of white oonsciences . IJcMever, tradi
tion has it that whenever a group of people has tasted the love 
ly fruits of wealth, security and prestige it begins to find 
it JTOre canfortable to believe in the obvious lie and to accept 
it as nonnal that it alone is entitled to privilege. In order 
to believe this seriously, it needs to convince itself of all 
the argummts that supFQrt the lie. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that in South Africa, after generations of exploita-. 
tion, white people on the whole have <X:Kre to believe in the 
inferiority of the black man , so much so that while the race 
problen started as an offshoot of the econanic greed exhibited 
by white people, it has now beoone a serious· problen on its 
own. White people now despise black people, not because they 
need to reinforce their attitude and so justify their tosition 
of privilege but simply because they actually believe that blac 
is inferior and bad. This is the basis uton which whites are 
'IIOrking in South Africa, and it is what makes South African 
society racist. 

* Published by Selby Se:nela and Joel Bolnick of the Black 
Consciousness 1-bvernent. 
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The racism we meet does not onZy exist on an individual 
basis; it is aZso institutionalised to make it Zook Zike the 
South Afriaan way of life . Although of late there has been a 
feeble attercpt to gloss over the overt racist elerrents in the 
system, it is still true that the system derives its nourish
rrent from the existence of anti -black attitudes in society. 'Ib 
make the lie live even longer, blacks have to be denied any 
chance of accidentally proving their equality with white rren. 
For this reason there is job reservation, lack of training in 
skilled work, and a tight orbit arotmd professional possibili
ties for blacks. Stupidly enough, the system turns back to say 
that blacks are inferior because they have no econanics, no 
engineers , etc., although it is made inpossible for blacks to 
acx;{Uire these skills. 

'Ib give authenticity to their lie and to sho.v the 
righteousness of their claim, whites have further worked out 
detailed scherres to 'solve' the racial situation in this ootm
try. Thus, a pseudo-parliarrent has been created for 'Coloureds' , 
and several ' Bantu states ' are in the process of being set up. 
So independent and fortunate are they that they do not have 
to spend a cent on their defence because they have nothing to 
fear from white South Africa which will always oorre to their 
assistance in tines of need. One does not, of oourse, fail to 
see the arrogance of whites and their oontenpt for blacks, even 
in their well-considered nodern scherres for subjugation. 

'lbe overall success of the white po.ver structure has 
been in managing to bind the whites together in defence of the 
status quo . By skillfully playing on that imaginary bogey-
swart gevaar-they have managed to convince even diehard liber
als that there is something to fear in the idea of the black 
man assuming his rightful place at the helm of the South African 
ship. Thus after years of silence we are able to hear the 
familiar voice of Alan Paton saying, as far <May as London: 
' Perhaps apartheid is worth a try' . 'At whose expense, Dr. 
Paton? ' , asks an intelligent black journalist. Hence whites 
in general reinforce each other even though they allo.v sorre 
rroderate disagreements on the details of subjugation scherres. 
'!here is no doubt that they do not question the validity of 
white values. They see nothing anorralous in the fact that they 
alone are arguing about the future of 17 million blacks--in a 
land which is the natural backyard of the black people. Any 
proposals for change emanating from the black world are viewed 
with great indignation. Even the so-called Opposition, the 
United Party, has the nerve to tell the Coloured people that 
they are asking for too much. A journalist from a liberal news
paper like The Sunday Tirrras of Johannesburg describes a black 
sttxlent-who is only telling the truth-- as a militant, inpatient 
yotmg man. 
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It i s not enough for whites to be on the of fensive. 
i.rmersed are they in prejuiice that they do mt believe that 
blacks can foillll.ll.ate their tlx>ughts without white guidance an 
trusteeship. 'l'hus3 even those whites who see much wrong with 
the system make it their business to controZ the response of 
the bZacks to the provocation! No one is suggesting that it 
is not the business of liberal whites to oppose what is wrong 
Bowever3 it appears to us as too much of a coincidence that 
Ziberals--few as they are--should not only be detePmining the 
modt~ operandi of those bZacks who oppose the system3 but als 
leading it3 in spite of their involvement in the system. To 
us it seems that their role spells out the totality of the 
white pc::Mer structure-the fact that trough whites are our 
problem, it is still other whites who want to tell us how to 
deal with that problem. 'Ihey do so by dragging all sorts of 
herrings across our paths . 'Ihey tell us that the situation i 
a class struggle rather than a racial one. Let them go to va 
Tender in the Free State and tell him this. We believe we kn 
what the problem is , and we will stick by our findings . 

I want to go a little deeper in this discussion becau 
it is tine we killed this false political coalition between 
blacks and whites as long as it is set up on a wrong analysis 
of our situation. I want to kill it for another reason-narre 
that it forms at present the greatest stunbling block to our 
unity. It dangles before freedom-hungry blacks pranises of a 
great future for which no one in these groups seems to be woi 
ing particularly hard. 

'Ihe basic problem in South Africa has been analysed 0, 
liberal whites as being apartheid. They argue that in order · 
oppose it we have to fonn non- racial groups. Between these b 
extrerres , they claim, lies the land of milk and honey for whi 
we are working. The thesis, the anti-thesis and the synthesi, 
have been rrentioned by sane great philosophers as the cardina 
points around which any social revolution revolves . For the 
liberals, the thesis is apartheid, the antithesis is non- raci 
ism, but the synthes1:s is very feebly defined. 'lhey want to 
tell the blacks that they see integration as the ideal solutit 
Black consciousness defines the situation differently. 'Ihe 
thesis is in fact a strong white racism and therefore, the an 
thesis to this must, ipso facto, be a strong solidarity am:mg. 
the blacks on whom this white racism seeks to prey . Out of tl 
b.vo situations we can therefore hope to reach sane kind of ba: 
ance--a true humanity where pc::Mer politics will have no place 
This analysis spells out the difference between the old and nt 
approaches. 'Ihe failure of the liberals is in the fact that 
their antithesis is already a watered-dCMn version of the tru 
whose close prox:im:ity to the thesis will nullify the pw:porte 
balance. 'Ibis accounts for the failure of the Sprocas cx:mnis· 
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sions to nlC'.ke arrt real hea<1-lay, for they are already looking 
for an ' alternative' acceptable to the white Tl'lail. Everybody 
in the comnissions knCMS what is right but all are looking for 
the IlOSt seen-J.y way of dodging the responsibility of saying 
what is right. 

It is much I!Ore inportant for blacks to see this differ- _ 
enoe than it is for whites. We must leam to accept that no 
group, ha-lever benevolent, can ever hand power to the vanquished 
on a plate . We TTrUSt accept that the limits of tyrants are 
prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress. As 
long as we go to Whitey begging cap in hand for our CMn em:mci
pation, we are giving him further sanction to continue with 
his racist and oppressive system. We must realise that our 
situation is not a mistake on the part of whites but a de liber
ate act, and that no aoount of I!Oral lecturing will persuade 
the white man to 'correct ' the situation. The system concedes 
nothing without demand, for it foiTIII.llates its very 112thod of 
operation on the basis that the ign.Jrant will leam to know, 
the child will grow into an adult and therefore demands will 
begin to be made. It gears itself to resist demands in what
ever way it sees fit. When you refuse to make these demands 
and choose to cnrre to a round table to beg for your deliverance, 
you are asking for the contenpt of those who have power over 
you. This is why we must reject the beggar tactics that are 
being foroed on us by those who wish to appease our cruel mas
ters. 'Ihis is where the S.A.S.O. rressage and cry 'Black man, 
you are on your own! ' becares relevant. _ 

'Ihe concept of integration, whose virtues are often 
extolled in white liberal circles 1 is full Of urxruestioned as
SU!lpti0n5 that enbrace white values. It is a concept long de
fined by whites and never examined by blacks. It is based on 
the assurrption that all is well with the system apart from 
sare degree of misrnanagem;mt by irrational conservatives at 
the top. Even the people who argue for integration often for
get to veil it in its supposedly beautiful covering. 'Ihey tell 
each other that, were it not for jd:> reservation, there would 
be a beautiful market to eJ<t>loit. They forget they are talk
ing about people. 'Ihey see blacks as additional levers to sorre 
conplicated industrial machines. This is white man' s integra
tion-an integration based on exploitative values! It is an 
integration in which black will conpete with black, using each 
other as rungs up a step ladder leading them to white values. 
I t is an integration in which the black man will have to prove 
himself in terms of these values before meriting acceptance and 
ultimate assimilation, and in which the poor will grow poorer 
and the rich richer in a country where the poor have always 
been black! We do not want to be reminded that it is we, the 
indigenous people, who are poor and eJ<Ploited in the land of 
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our birth. 'lhese are a:noepts which the Black Cbnsciousness 
approach wishes to eradicate fran the black man 1 s mind before 
our society is driven to chaos by irresponsible people from 
Coca-cola and hambuz>ger cultural backgrounds . 

Black Cbnsciousness is an attitu:le of mind and a way o: 
li£e, the rrost positive call to erranate from the black world f, 
a long tirre. Its essence is the realisation by the black man 
of the need to rally together with his brothers around the cau 
of their oppression-the blackness of their skin--and to oper
ate as a group to rid themselves of the shackles that bind the 
to perpetual servitude. It is based on a self-examination 
which has ultirrately led them to believe that be seeking to ru 
<May from themselves and emulate the white man, they are in
sulting the intelligence of whoever created them black. '!he 
philosophy of Black Consciousness therefore ~resses group 
pride and the CleteJ:rnination of the black to rise and attain th 
envisaged self. Freedom is the ability to Clefine oneself with 
one 1 s possibilities held back not by the power of other people 
over one but only be one 1 s relationship to Q:xl and to natural 
surroundings. On his own, therefore, the Black Man wishes to • 
plore his surroundings and test his possibilities-in other 
words to make his freedom real by whatever rreans he deems fit. 
At the heart of this kind of thinking is the realisation by 
blacks that the rrost potent weapon in the hands of the oppress 
is the mind of the owressed. If one is free at heart, no man 
made chains can bind one to servi tu:Je but if one 1 s mind is so 
manipulated and a:mtrolled by the oppressor as to make the cp
pressed believe that he is a liability to the white man, then 
there will be nothing the q:pressed can do to scare his powerf 
masters. Hence thinking along lines of Black Cbnsciousness rna: 
the black man see hinself as a being cxxrplete in hinself. It 
makes him less dependent and rrore free to ~rel?S his nranhood. 
At the end of it all he cannot tolerate atterrpts by anybody to 
dwarf the significance of his manhood. 

In order that Black Consciousness can be used to advan 
tage as a philosophy to apply to people in a position like our; 
a nU!lber of points have to be ooserved. As people existing in 
a:mtin\Dus struggle for truth, we have to examine and question 
old a:moepts, values and systems. Having found the right an
swers we shall then work for consciousness annng all people to 
make it possible for us to proceed tcMards putting these answe: 
into effect. In this process, we have to evolve our CMn schem 
fonns and strategies to suit the need and situation, a1ways 
keeping in mind our :fundam:mtal beliefs and values. 

In all aspects of the black-white relationship, ncM an 
in the past, we see a oonstant tendency by whites to depict 
blacks as of an inferior status. Our culture, our history and 
indeed all aspects of the black man 1 s li£e have been battered 
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nearly out of shape in the great oollision between the indige
nous values and the Anglo-Boer culture. 

The first people to corre and rel ate to blacks in a hu
man Wa:J in South Africa were the missionaries. They were in 
the vanguard of the oolonisation novenent to 1 civilise and ed
ucate 1 the savages and introduce the Olristian :rressage to them. 
The religion they brought was quite foreign to the b l ack indi
genous people. African religion in its essence was not radi
cally different from Christianity. we also believe in one God, 
we had our ONIJ. cx:mmunity of saints through whom we related to 
our God, and we did not find it conpatible with our Wa:J of life 
to worship God in isolation from the various aspects of our 
lives . Hence worship was not a specialised ftmction that found 
expression once a week in a secluded building, but rather it 
featured in our wars, our beer-drinking 1 our dances and our 
customs in general. Whenever Africans drank they would first 
relate to God by giving a portion of their beer <May as a token 
of thanks. When anything went wrong at h:>ne they would offer 
sacrifice to God to appease him and atone for their sins . 'lbere 
was no hell in our religion. we believed in the inherent good
ness of man-hence we took it for granted that all people at 
death joined the cx:mmunity of saints and therefore nerited our 
respect. 

It was the missionaries who oonfused the people with 
their new religion. They scared our people with stories of 
hell. They painted their God as a demanding God wh:> wanted 
worship ' or else' . People had to discard their clothes and 
their customs in order to be accepted in this new religion. 
I<rlcMing lvw religious the African people were 1 the missionaries 
stepped up their terror canpai.gn on the enotions of the people 
with their detailed acoounts of eternal burning, tearing of 
hair and gnashing of teeth. By sone strange and twisted logic, 
they argued that theirs was a scientific religion and ours a 
superstition-all this in spite of the biological discrepancy 
which is at the base of their religion. '!his oold and cruel 
religion was strange to the indigenous people and caused frequent 
strife between the oonverted and the ' pagans' 1 for the farner, 
having inbibed the false values fran white society 1 were 
taught to ridicule and despise th:>se who defended the truth 
of their indigenous religion. With the ultimate acceptance of 
the western religion down went our cultural values! 

While I do rot wish to question the basic truth at the 
heart of the Christian nessage 1 there is a strong case for a 
re-examination of Christianity. It has proved a very adaptable 
religion which does rot seek to supplement existing orders but 
-like any universal truth--to find application within a parti
cular situation. M:>re than anyone else, the missionaries Jmew 
that not all they did was essential to the spread of the nes-
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sage. But the basic intention \-lent much further than nerely 
spreading the word. '!heir ~ce cond their nonopol y on trut 
beauty and rroral joogerrent taught them to despise native cus
toms and traditions and to seek tc infuse their CMJ'l new values 
into these societies. 

Here then we have the case for Black 'lheology. While 
not wishing to cliscuss Black 'lheology at length, let it suffiCE 
to say that it seeks to relate God and Christ once rrore to the 
black JTian and his daily problerrs. It wants to 6escribe Christ 
as a fighting god, not a passive god who allows a lie to rest 
unchallenged. It grapples with existential problems and does 
not claire to be a theology of absolutes. It seeks to bring 
back Qx1 to the black man and to the truth and reality of his 
situc..tion . 'lhls is an inportant aspect of Black COnsciousness, 
for quite c: large proportion of black people in South Africa 
are Chri~;tians still swimning in a mire of confusion--the afte1 
Jllath cf the missionary approach. It is the duty therefore of 
all black priests and ministers of religion to save Christian
ity by adopting Black Theology ' s approach and thereby once rrore 
tmiting the black man with his Cod. 

A long look should also be taken at the educational sys 
tern for blacks. '!he sane tense situation was folmd as long age 
as the arrival of the missionaries. Children were taught, lU'lde 
the pretext of hygiene, c_:pod manners and other such vague con
cepts, to despise their node of \,lft>ringing at hoire and to ques·· 
tion the values and customs of their society. '!he result was 
the expected one--children and parents saw life differently anc 
thE! farner lost respect for the latter. Na.r in African sociecy 
it is a cardinal sin for a child to lose respect for his parent 
Yet ha.r can one prevent the loss of respect beb.-een child and 
parent when the chil d is taught by his know-all white tutors tc 
disregard his family teachings? Who can resist losing respect 
for his tradition when in school his whole cultural backgrolmd 
is s\lllllEd up in one v.urd--barbarism? 

'l'hus v.>e can imrediately see the logic of placing the 
missionaries in the forefront of the colonisation process. A 
man who sucoe€ds in making a group of people accept a foreign 
concept in whlch he is e.xpert makes them perpetual stwents 
whose progress in the particular field can only be evaluated by 
him; the sttrlent n~JSt constantly turn to him for guidance and 
prorroticn. In beir,g forced to accept the Anglo-Boer culture, 
the blacl<s have alla.'ed themselves to be at the rrercy of the 
white man and to have hilr. c:ts their eternal supervisor. Only he 
can tell us ha.r good our performance is and instinctively each 
of us is at pains to plec.se this pc:Merful, all-knc:Ming master. 
This is what Black COnsciousness seeks to eradicate . 
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As one black writer says, oolcnialisrr, is never satis-
:h, fied with having the native in its grip but, by sorre stc>nge log

ic, it must turn to his past and disfigure arid distort it. 

;-

Hence the history of the black man in this oountry is Il'Ost dis
appointing to read. It is presented rrerely as a long succes
sion of defeats. 'Ihe Xhosas were thieves who -v.ent to war for 
stolen property; the Boers never provoked the Xhosas but rrere.ly 
went on ' punitive e)Q?editions' to teach the thieves a lesson. 
Heroes like MakCQUJl who -v.>ere essentially r·evo Z.ut?:cr,aries are 
painted as superstitious trouble-makers who liec1 to the people 
about bullets turning into water. Great nation- builders like 
Shaka are cn'£1 tyrants w'ho f:c~e.ntl)' attacked smaller tribes 
for no reason but for sor.e sadistic purpose . Not only is there 
no objectivity in the histcty taught us but there is frequently 
an appalling misrepresentuticn of facts that sicken even the 
uninforrred student. 

'lhus a lot of attention has to be paid to our history 
if we as blacl'..s \·:ant to aid each other in our caring into oon
sciousness. we have to I:E.\\rrite our history and produce in it 
the heroes that fc:cred the core of our resistance to the wilite 
invaders. MJre has to be revealed, and stress has to laid on 
the successful nation-building attenpts of rren like Shaka, Mo
shoeshoe and Hintsa. 2 These areas call for intense research to 
provide sorre sorely-neede.d missing links. We would be too 
naive to e>q?ect our oonc:t'UE!ro:ts to write unbiased histories a
bout us but we have to destroy the rr\':{th that our history starts 
in 1652, the year Van Riebeeck lar.ded. at the Cape. 

Our culture nrust be defined in concretE.: terns. ~:e nrust 
relate the past to the present and dem:mstrate a historical evo
lution of the rrodem black Il'ail. '!here is a tendency to think 
of our culture as a static culture that was arrested in 1652 
and has never developed since. 'I'he ' return to the bush ' concept 
suggests that we have nothing to boast of except lions, sex and 
drink. We accept that when oolor.isation sets in it devours the 
indigenous culture and leaves behind a bastard culture that may 
thrive at the pace alla-.--ed it l::y the <Jominant culture. But we 
also have to realise that the basic tenets of our culture have 
largely succeeded in withstanding the process of bastardisaticn 
and that even at this Il'Orrent we can still denonstrate that we 

1. Early nineteenth-century Xhosa prophet, sentenced to life lirr 
pri cc-nnent en Robben Island and dravned while escaping in a 
boat. Refusal by blacks to accept the truth of his death leG. 
to the Il!{thical hope of his eventual return. 

2. Fall'Ous tribal chieftains of, respectively, the Zulus, Basotho 
and Tswana. 
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appreciate a man for hinsel.f. Ours is a true man-centred 
ciety whose sacred tradition is that of sharing. We IlllSt rei 

ject, as we have been ooing, the individualistic cold approa 
to life that is the cornerstone of the Anglo-~ culture. l 
!lUSt seek to restore to the black man the great inportance -w~ 
used to give to human relations, the high regard for people < 
their property and for life in general; to reduce the triunpl 
of technology over man and the materialistic elesrent that is 
slowly creeping into our society. 

These are essential features of our black culture to 
which we !lUSt cling. Black culture above all inplies freed:li 
our part to innovate without recourse to white values~ This 
novation is part of the natural develcprent of any culture. 
culture is essentially the society's c:xmposite answer to the 
varied problerrs of life. We are eJ<periencing new problerrs 
every day and whatever we do adds to the richness of our cul 
al heritage as long as it has man as its centre. '!be ad:>pti~ 
of black theatre and drarra is one such inportant innovaton wf 
we need to encourage and to develop. We know that our love ~ 
music and rhythm has relevance even in this day. 

Being part of an exploitative society in which we an 
often the direct objects of exploitation, we need to evolve < 
strategy towards our economic situation. We are aware that 
blacks are still colonised even within the borders of South 
Africa. Their cheap labour has helped to make South Africa~ 
it is today. OUr noney from the tchmships takes a one-way jG 
ney to white shops and white banks, and all we oo in our live 
is pay the white man either with labour or in coin. CapitaZ1 
tia exploitative tendencies, coupled with overt arrogance of 
white racism, have conspired against us. Thus in South Afri 
now it is very expensive to be poor. It is the poor people 
stay furthest from town and therefore have to spend nore nonE 
on transport to oorre and work for white people; it is the pcxj 
people who use uneconomic and inconvenient fuel like paraff.U 
and coal because of the refusal of the white man to install 
electricity in black areas; it is the poor people who are gas 
emed by many ill-defined restrictive lC5'r.3 and therefore have 
to spend noney on fines for 'tedmical ' offences; it is the 
poor people who have no hospitals and are therefore exposed ~ 
eJ!Orbitant charges by private OOctors; it is the poor people 
who use untarred roads, have to walk long distances, and thei 
fore experience the greatest wear and tear on camodities ill 
sroes; it is the poor people who have to pay for their chil~ 
book while whites get them free. It d:>es not need to be saic 
that it is the black people who are poor. 

We therefore need to take another look at l'lcM best 
use our eoonomic power, little as it rrey seem to be. We IlllSt 
seriously examine the possibilities of establiShing business 
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~atives whose interests will be ploughed back into the 
ocmmmi.ty develq;:arent prograrmes . \ole should think along such 
lines as the 'buy black' canpaign once suggested in Johannes
burg and establish our cwn banks for the benefit of the cx:mm.m
ity. Organisational develq;:m:'nt illl'Ongst blacks has only been 
1011 because we have allowed it to be . N<M that we know we are 
on our cwn, it is an absolute duty for us to fulfill these 
needs . 

The last step in Black Consciousness is to broaden the 
base of our operation. One of the basic tenets cf BZack Con
sciousness is totality of involvement. 'nlis neans that all 
blacks rnJSt sit as one big unit, and no fragrtf:'ntation cmC! dis
traction fran the rrainstream of events be allo,..-ed. Hence we 
must resist the attenpts by protagonists of the Bantustan 
theory to fragnent our approach. We are oppressed not as indi
vi.duals, not as Zulus, ~sas, Vendas or Indiar1s. We are op
pressed because we are black. We rnJSt use that very cx:mcept 
to unite ourselves and to respond as a cohesiv-e group. We IWSt 
cling to each other with a tenacity that will shoc.k the perpe
trators of evil. 

Our preparedness to take upon ourselves the cudgels of 
the struggle will see us through. ~1e nust rercove fran our vo
cabulary catpletely the cx:mcept nf fear . Truth nust ultimately 
triUTph over evil, and the \'lhite rran has always nourished his 
greed on this basic fear that sl'lcl'iiS itself in the black ccmrun
ity. Special Branch agents will not turn the lie into truth, 
and one nust ignore them. Ir. a true bid for change we have to 
take off our coats, be prepared to lose our cx:rnfort and secur
ity, our jobs and positions of prestige, and our families, for 
just as it is true that 'leadership and security are basically 
incatpatible', a struggZe without casualties is no str>UggZei 
We nust realise that prophetic cry of black stu::lents: 'Black 
rran, you are on your cwn! ' 

Sane will charge that we are racist but these people 
are using exactly the values we reject. We oo not have the 
PO!/& to subjugate anyone. We are nerely respatding to provo
cation in the nost realistic possible wey. Racism <Des not cnly 
imply exclusion of cne race by another-it always presupposes 
that the exclusion is for the purposes of subjugation. Blacks 
have had enough experience as objects of racism not to wish to 
turn the tables. While it may be relevant n011 to talk about 
black in relation to white, we must not rrake this our preoccu
pation, for it can be a negative exercise. As we proceed fur
ther t011ards the achieverent of our goals let us talk nore about 
a1rselves and our struggle and less about whites . 

We have set out on a quest for tr>Ue humanity, and some-
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where on the distant horizon we can see the gUttering prize 
Let us march forth with courage and determination, drawing 
strength from our common plight and our brotherhood. In time 
we shaZZ be in a position to bestow upon South Africa the 
greatest gift possible--a more human face . 




